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ABSTRACT 
Stereolithography is an additive manufacturing process that enables direct conversion of digital models into physical parts 
without the intermediate use of tools or fixtures. This paper provides the findings of a study on the use of Stereolithography 
(SLA) for rapid manufacturing of 3D photoelastic models for ensuing application in photoelasticity. An intricate component of 
an aero gas turbine is selected as the proof-of-concept part. Calibration of Stress optic coefficient of the SLA specimen is 
carried for assessment of the stress sensitivity of Stereolithography parts. Generation of full-field stress contours corresponding 
to the aero engine test part is among the major outcomes of the present study.  
Keywords: Rapid prototyping, Stereolithography, Photoelasticity, stress optic calibration 

1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last decade, a new physical rapid prototyping concept called LM-Layered manufacturing or solid freeform 
fabrication (SFF) has gained popularity worldwide. The key idea of new rapid prototyping technology is based on 
slicing of 3-D computer models into thin cross-sectional layers, followed by physically forming the layers and stacking 
them up sequentially.  
The key benefits of layered manufacturing are mostly derived from its ability to rapidly create physical models, 
regardless of shape complexity. In addition, models built with the help of layered manufacturing processes are valuable 
during the process of establishing tools for casting and moulding. Hence it is an essentially a time compressing tool 
which results in very short development cycle. Introducing new products at ever increasing rates is crucial for 
remaining successful in a competitive global economy; decreasing product development cycle times and increasing 
product complexity require new ways to realize innovative ideas. 
In response to these challenges, industry and academia have invented a spectrum of technologies that help to develop 
new products and to broaden the number of product alternatives. Examples of these technologies include feature-based 
design, design for manufacturability analysis, simulation, computational prototyping, and virtual and physical 
prototyping. Most designers agree that “getting physical fast” is critical in exploring novel design concepts. The sooner 
designers experiment with new products, the faster they gain inspiration for further design changes. The field of 
product development, particularly product modelling has become quite critical in industrial performance improvement. 
The art of managing rapid product development depends on making good trade-offs between four possible objectives in 
any product development cycle. 
 Development Speed 
 Product cost and performance 
 Development program expense. 

Thus it is defined as, “The Rapid prototyping (RP) technology, involves automated fabrication of geometrical shapes 
using a layer-by-layer principle from computer-Aided-Design (CAD) data”. [1,2]  {OR} “Rapid prototyping can be 
defined as solid free form production through computer automated, layer manufacturing which allows the 
transformation of digital design into 3D solid object for production of models, prototypes and tooling”[3]. 
Among many RP techniques, Stereolithography (SLA) process gives better dimensional accuracy and surface finish 
with respect to part quality Characteristics [4]. Figure 1 presents an overview of SLA process in which intricate parts of 
a plastic monomer are directly built by photo polymerization process with the model constructed using a Computer 
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Aided Design (CAD) package [5].  
The process of SLA involves: Modelling of part with a CAD package to generate a 3D Solid model: Conversion of 3D 
solid model into Standardized Triangular Language (STL ) file format to create volumetric mesh and creation of 
support structure: Slicing of STL format of 3Dsolid model to provide a series of cross sectional layers: exporting the 
sliced model to the computer of Stereolithography apparatus(SLA) : building the support structure and the part layer by 
layer over a vat of specially designed liquid resin with a Neodymium-doped yttrium vanadate (Nd:YV04) laser  , which 
traces the outline of the planer sections and solidify the resin in SLA; removal of support structure to get the green part: 
post curing apparatus (PCA), which is either a controlled furnace or an ultraviolet oven.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Schematic of SLA process 
Model preparation is an integral part of the photo elastic investigation. 3-D model preparation is an expensive and time 
consuming process, particularly when complicated geometries are to be duplicated and also need to be optimized. The 
disadvantage of model making difficulty is partially compensated by the amount of accurate full field stress data 
provided by the stress-frozen model. Also during the stress freezing phase the loading can be simulated as close as 
possible to the actual condition by photo elastic analyst. If the model-making phase of photo elastic testing can be 
completed quickly, then the capability of photoelasticity is greatly enhanced, especially in the cases of design iteration 
studies [6]. On the consideration of above, the objective of the paper is to emphasize of Rapid prototyping for the 
generation of photoelastic models for the stress analysis.  

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
The literature contributing to the application of Rapid prototyping for photo elastic analysis is mentioned in Fusion of 
Digital photoelasticity, Rapid prototyping and Rapid tooling Technologies by K.Ramesh, S.G.Dhande [7]. It states that 
Stereolithography is the suitable process for producing photo elastic material because of its ability to provide the models 
that are photo elastically sensitive. In this research work the key issue is the identification of suitable resin to be used in 
making the model by Rapid Tooling, the SG95 resin meets the requirement of photo elastic analysis and it suitable for 
stress freezing and slicing process. Depending on the weave pattern used to construct the STL model. Calvert and Geoff 
(1994) Rapid prototyping for experimental analysis has discussed - The use of Rapid prototyping techniques to provide 
a quicker method of constructing models for experimental analysis; which will allow experimental data to become 
available prior to a design being committed to tooling and production [6]. Loebig, Thomas G., Anderson, Donald D. 
(1997) Rapid prototyping modeling for three dimensional photo elastic stress analysis has discussed – modern 
techniques in the areas of computing and manufacturing can be used to build accurate models of human bones which 
can include internal geometries features, an established method of three dimensional photo elastic stress analysis, stress 
freezing, can be applied using epoxy SLA models for experimental stress analysis [8]. Folkestad, James, E, Johnson, 
Russell.L (2002) Integrated rapid prototyping and rapid tooling (IRPRT) has discussed – the strategic integration of 
rapid prototyping and rapid tooling is being used for getting product to the market quickly by resolving a long standing 
conflict between design and manufacturing.  Currently rapid tooling can be produced at such reduced cost and time that 
the tool is considered to be disposable. The ability to produce inexpensive tooling allows the life cycle to be 
fundamentally changed, incorporating the concept and tooling review into one development phase and allowing both 
design and manufacturing requirements to b identified. Thus this approach has allowed management top release 
product based on competitive market strategy rather than an estimated deadline [9]. 

3. FABRICATION -- COMPONENT CHOSEN AND ITS CRITICALITY 
The CENTRALISING SPRING is a component that was chosen for the purpose of study as shown in the figure 2. It is 
also known as ROTOR BEARING DAMPER BRACKET. The original design was finalized by RSIF module subject to 
various assembly constraints, life consideration and manufacturing feasibilities. As per the finalized design the 
components has 8 equispaced slots and flex webs with a radial thickness of 3mm. 
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                                                  Figure 2 CAD Model of Centralizing Spring 
The Centralizing springs forms a part of the ROTOR BEARING assembly. Its criticality can be gauged from fact that 
the component supports and located one of the main shafts that transfers the power from the compressor to the turbine. 
It absorbs dynamic radial loads and axial thrust of the shaft spool. 
3.1. Fabrication of the SLA model from the *STL file through SLA process. 
Stereolithography (SLA), the first RP system for mechanical parts, was pioneered, designed developed and 
commercialized in 1988 by 3D systems of Valencia, CA, USA. The denotation of the word Stereolithography can be 
known by examining the constituent word “STEREO” and “LITHOGRAPHY”.  STEREO means “having or dealing 
with 3D space” and LITHOGRAPHY means “the process of printing on a surface”. Thus stereolithography is a 3D 
process that produces a solid model using proprietary software. In addition, LM processes require very little human 
intervention and setup time [3]. The part has been manufactured by taking the optimal values of major process 
parameters such as  Layer thickness (0.125 microns), orientation (900) and Hatch Spacing (0.015mm) which enhances 
the mechanical strength of epoxy resin material in the SLA 5000 machine with SL5530 epoxy resin as shown in the 
figure 3. The optimization of the process parameter is carried on the standard test specimen by using Taguchi 
technique. 

 
Figure 3 Stereolithography process overview [10]. 

4. PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS OF CENTRALISING SPRING  
Photoelasticity is an experimental technique for stress and strain analysis which is particularly useful for members having 
complicated geometry, loading conditions or both. A schematic of the photo elastic model is shown in the figure 3[11]. 
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All the design features which affect the stress distribution of the component were accurately reproduced in the full-scale 
epoxy resin model where epoxy resin 5530 was used for the model preparation [1, 2]. This process of selection inherently 
involves the optimization of various design parameters of the component. The design parameters are length and diameters 
which contribute to the component stiffness get fixed due to assembly constraints. So the parameters available for 
modification and optimization are number of flex webs and the geometrical features of the flex webs i.e.,  

 Width of the Web 
 Thickness of the slot 
 Length of the slot 
 Edge fillet radius 

 
4.1 Stress freezing of the model 
To ensure proper simulation of the actual loading conditions special fixtures were designed and developed. In the 
original engine the shaft load is transmitted through the bearing race onto the shaft. One end of the shaft model is 
firmly bolted to the flange and at the other end a predetermined bending load of 500grams  is applied through a sleeve 
that fits snugly in the inner periphery of the model and standard stress freezing cycle for the material SL5530 was 
carried out in a temperature controlled oven. The above load was applied through weights attached to an epoxy sleeve 
fitted in the model as shown in the figure 4(a).    
The following step depicts the Stress Freezing Procedure.  
 The Centralizing spring model to be stress freezed is fixed in the fixture.  
 The whole assembly of the model and fixture is loaded inside the stress-freezing oven. 
 The estimated stress freezed load is applied through weights attached to an epoxy sleeve fitted in the model.  
 The model is heated at the temperature of 70-degree with the load. 
 Then model is soaked for about 1 to 2 hrs until a uniform temp., is obtained. 
 The model is then cooled to the room temperature slowly for more than 10-12hrs.  
 The component or model is coated with a layer of oil to improve transparency 

 
 

 
Figure 4 Photo elastic model produced by SLA RP 

 
Figure 4a  Stress freezing arrangement 

with fixture and applied load 

4.2 Calibration of SL5530 Resin model  
The resin SL 5530 is a new resin, which is to be used as the Photoelastic material; hence it is calibrated to determine 
the material fringe value C shown in equation4 at the temperature 20º C so as to convert the fringe order into stresses. 
There are many different specimen configurations and loading arrangements, which could be employed for measuring 
the stress- optic coefficient of the photoelastic plastic sheet. In general, the technique circular disc diametral 
compression is used for its easiness of loading and measurement. The SLA disc model made of SL5530 resin is used for 
this analysis purpose. 
For a circular disc Diameter D and thickness h as shown in fig below when subjected to a diametral compressive load p, 
the stress along the horizontal diameter are given by knowing the value of P for a particular fringe order N at centre of 
the disc, A graph can be plotted, whose slope is substituted in following equation to determine the value of C. The 
fringe pattern in the circular disc is calibrated for three specimens to find the mean value of C.  

 

  
Figure 5 Circular Disc under diametral compression 
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                          1 - Principal stress along x direction in MPa 

                      y  - Principal stress along x direction in MPa 
N  - Fringe order in MPa/ fringe/mm 
C  - Material fringe value or Stress optic coefficient 
H    - Disc Thickness 

The fringe pattern obtained during loading are shown below in figure 6 with dark field setup 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6  Calibration of the circular disc 

4.3. Analysis of Stress frozen model (Centralizing Spring) 

The stress-frozen model was analyzed for different flex webs as shown in the fig 7 

 
 

Figure 7 Stress Frozen Model Viewed in a Polariscope 
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Stress optic coefficient is 0.257 Mpa/fringe/mm. 
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The isochromatic fringe pattern for different flex webs is shown in figure 8 

 
Figure 8 Iso-chromatic Fringe Pattern in Stress Frozen Flex Web 

The table 1 shows the maximum fringe order at critical point is presented in terms of fringe order per unit thickness 
Table 1: Fringe Order in Different Flex Webs 

FLEX-WEB 
LOCATION 

N (Fringe/mm) 

Top 1.2 
1-Left 1.35 

Mid-Left 1.44 
2-Left 1.56 
Bottom 1.23 
2-Right 1.5 

Mid-Right 1.43 
1-Right 1.34 

 
The Mid-Right and the Mid-Left flex webs show similar stress distribution as expected apriori. Since principal stress 
separation is to be done for each flex web, the isoclinic fringe patters was found for 00 , 150 , 300 , 450 , 600 , 750 & 900. 
The comparative isoclinic fringe patterns are shown in figure 9. 

 
Fig. 9 Isoclinic Pattern in Individual Flex Webs 

4.4. Results 
Sample calculations are presented to determine the maximum principal stress data from the fringe order. The 
corresponding stress in the prototype made of SL5530 can be found by multiplying the photoelastic stress values by a 
load factor, (Load on the prototype/ Load on the model). In this case since the model is made to full scale, the scale 
factor is unity. 
Maximum fringe order in Mid-Right flex web      = 3.52 
Slice thickness = 3mm  , Stress optic coefficient = 0.257 Mpa/fringe/mm. 
Principal stress difference ( 1– 2) = NF/t 
At a free boundary      = 0     so  1     = 0.3015 Mpa = 0.03074 Kgf/mm2. 
 

 
Fig 10: Principle Stresses Verses Flex webs 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Remarkable reduction (in excess of 50%) in model preparation time is realized. The photoelastic properties of 
stereolithography polymers are evaluated where the stress optic coefficient was found to be 0.257 Mpa/fringe/mm. Full-
Scale 3D photoelastic model of a critical gas turbine engine component is made through stereolithography and through 
stress freezing technique, experimental analysis is performed & the Max., principle stress from the maximum fringe 
order is 0.3015Mpa (or) 0.03074 Kgf/mm2. 
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